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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The city of Monroe is located in the northeast section 
of Louisiana and is the parish (county) seat of Ouachita 
Parish. It is situated on the banks of the Ouachita River, 
a year-round navigable stream from New Orleans to Camden, 
Arkansas. The city is served by the Missouri Pacific, Illi-
nois Central, and A & L M Railway and numerous trucking lines. 
It is a rich agricultural region, and l a rge industrial enter-
prises use Monroe a s the center of their opera tions; the re-
turns from f arms and the payrolls of the industries find their 
way to Monroe and make it an ideal center for mercantile busi-
ness and industry. 
The combined population of Monroe and West Monroe is 
a proximately 60,000. No l arge cities are located nearer than 
one hundred miles in any direction; therefore Monroe and West 
Monroe are the opera ting center of industry, the market center 
for agriculture, and the financial center of this area . The 
twin cities of Monroe and We st Monroe are located in the heart 
of the South's grea t lumber and kraft paper producing areas, 
and they are the center of the world's largest gas fields. 
The educational needs of the white childr en of Ouachita 
Parish are being served by t wo public school systems, several 
parochial schools, a voca tional school, and a four- year sta te 
college. 
- 1 -
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The Ouachita Parish High School, one of the three accre-
dited high schools in the parish, has been a member of the 
Southern Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges since 
1914 and is the second largest high school in the State, with 
61 teachers and an enrollment of 1546 pupils during the 1951-
1952 session. In addition to the regular academic courses, 
this school offers courses in agriculture, art, business edu-
cation, home economics, distributive education, journalism, 
and music. The business curriculum consists of first-year 
shorthand, second-year shorthand, typewriting, clerical prac-
tice, and bookkeeping. 
Purpose of the Study. This study seeks to determine the 
occupational opportunities and requirements for beginning 
secretaries and stenographers in selected business firms in 
Monroe. More specifically, the purpose of the study is as 
follows: 
(1) To determine the approximate number of part-time 
and full-time secretaries and stenographers that are em-
ployed in these business firms. 
(2) To determine the minimum age limit for beginning 
secretaries and stenographers. 
(3) To determine preference by sex as expressed by 
employers of secretaries and stenographers. 
(4) To determine the pr eferred marltal status ex.pressed 
by employers for beginning employees in their firms. 
(5) To determine the number of new secretaries and 
stenographers employed within the past twelve months, and 
the number separ ated from their positions .• 
(6) To determine the methods used in obta ining new 
secretaries ana stenographers. 
(7) To determine hether working experience is re-
quired for beginning employees in positions included in 
this study. 
(8) To determine the extent of training that shoul d 
be given students in the operation of various office 
machines. 
(9) To determine the minimum typing, dicta tion, and 
transcription r ates required of the prospective employee. 
(10) To determine the extent to which employers give 
qualifying tests in shorthand, typing, and transcription 
to prospective employees in these positions. 
(11) To determine the educational level required for 
beginning secretaries and stenographers. 
(12) To determine, to some extent, the duties secre-
taries and stenogr aphers are expected to perform. 
3 
(13) To determine the number of Ouachita Parish High 
School graduates no employed in the positions included in 
the study. 
Need for the Study. It is believed that a r elat ively 
small percentage of local high school graduates continue 
their formal education. Many of those with training in the 
4 
business subjects seek employment in the offices of l ocal 
firms. Therefore, it i s important t o t he guidance counselor 
and business teachers tha t the y know of the requirements and 
opportunities for business office workers. Forrester recog-
nizes the need for occupational surveys when she states: 
A local survey is one of the best methods 
of revealing the picture of current occupational 
opportunities in a community •••• Given this 
information (the results of a survey) the school 
staff not only can strengthen the avallable place-
ment service and improve the related school voca -
tional guidance and instructional programs, but 
also can furnish youth with f acts concerning occu-
pa tions in the community •••• Since the business 
educator gives training for business occupations, 
he should know the requirements of the occupations 
for which he gives prepar a tion. He shoul d assist 
in making these requirements1known to prospective 
and present business pupi l s. 
Enterline2 says tha t stenographic training will con-
tinue to be one of the principal fields of vocational busi-
ness education in the secondary school primarily because 
trainees, upon the completion of their high school work, 
are securing stenographic positions. There needs to be, 
however, a better adjustment between the number of persons 
so trained and empl oyment possibilities. 
In order tha t he may be adequately informed concerning 
the market in which many of his students wi l l seek 
1 Gertrude Forrester, Methods of Voca tiona l Guidance , 
PP • 407-410. . 
2 H. G. Enterline , Trends of Thought in Business Educa-
tion, Monograph Number 72, South-Western Pub l ishing Company , 
p . 5. 
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employment, it is desirable that the business teacher have 
information concerning the number of jobs existing, turn-
over in employment, education and experience requirements, 
and many other f actors tha t pertain to employment conditions 
and opportunities for beginning secretaries and stenogra-
phers. 
As the town surveyed is the largest wi thin a hundred 
mile r adius, many of the office workers come from the smaller 
towns to obtain employment. It is believed tha t many of 
these workers secure posit::t.ons after having attended one 
of the business schools or the local college, and tha t 
others begin work immediately upon completing their high 
school training. It is important to learn how many of the 
positions included i n the study ar e illed by gr adua t es of 
the local par ish hi gh sc ool. 
Scope and Delimita tion. This study does not include 
all the offices in Monroe. In a community of this size, 
it would be almost impossible to reach all the business firms 
by means of the personal interview. The investigator found 
it necessary to "sample" business firms. Care was taken 
to include in the survey representa tives of all kinds of 
businesses. This is essential if the findings are to be 
valid. Offices included are for the following kinds ~f 
businesses: 
Accounting Firms 
Appliance Stores 
Architect 
Attorney Offices 
Auto Agencies 
Auto Supply Store 
Banks 
Bottling Company 
Carbon Companies 
Churches 
Clinics 
Construction Companies 
Credit and Loan Associations 
Deoartment Stores 
Insurance Companies 
Lumber Companies 
Machine Works 
Mimeographing Service 
Oil Companies 
Paper Industries 
Parish Office 
Plumbing Supply Company 
Postoffice 
Printing Companies 
Public Utilities 
Rea l Estate Office 
Schools 
State Offices 
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Gas Companies 
Hardware Stores 
Tractor E uipment Company 
Wholesale Firms 
The investigator made no attempt to lea rn the salaries 
of the various secretaries and stenographers. Names of the 
individual business firms do not appear in this study. 
Source of Data. The main source of data used in this 
study was the information blanks completed during the per-
sonal interviews with the businessmen of selected firms in 
Monroe. 
Definition of Terms. < The terms used in this study 
will be interpreted as follows: 
Secretary--performs general office work in relieving 
executives and other company officials of minor ex-
ecutive and clerical duties. Takes dictation using 
shorthand or uses a Steno-type machine. Transcribes 
dictation. Makes appointments for executive and re-
minds him of them. Intervie s people coming into 
office, directing to other workers those who do not 
warrant seeing the executive. Answers and makes 
phone c lls. Handles personal and important mail, 
writing routine correspondence on own initiative. 
May supervise Qther clerical workers. May keep per-
sonal records.j 
3 Dictionary of Occu4ational Titles, Volume I, Defini-tion of Titles, March, 19 9, p. 804. 
Stenographer--takes dictation in shorthand of corres-
pondence, reports and .other material. Transcribes 
dictated material, writing it out in longhand or 
using a typewriter. May perform a variety of related 
clerical duties. May be required to be versed in the 
technica l language and terms in a particular profes-
sion.4 
According to Charters,5 the secretary needs perhaps 
less technical skill--i.e., skill in typing, taking short-
hand, and so on--than does the stenographer, because the 
secretary's success depends f ar more upon personality than 
upon professional technique with regard to the mechanical 
operations. 
Turnover--the number of persons hired withi~ a given 
period to replace those leaving or dropped.6 
Full-time employee--one who works in the service of 
an employer thirty hours or more a week for hich he 
receives pay. 
Part-time employee--one who orks in the service of 
an employer less than thirty hours a week for which he 
receives pay • 
.E1!.ID--the name, title or style under which a company 
transacts business.? 
Personnel Manager--one who is cha rged with the e~ploy-
ment of office workers. 
7 
Procedure. The specific purpose of this study was to 
find the employment standards required of beginning secre-
taries and stenographers by the businessmen in this locality •. 
4 Ibid., p. 886. 
5 W.W. Charters and Isadore B. Whitley, Analysis of 
Secretarial Duties and Traits, p. 178. 
6 Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, Fifth Edition, p. 1080. 
7 Ibid., p. 456. 
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Literature perta ining to occupa tiona l standards was 
read and questionnaire s used in si ·fl ar surveys made in other 
communitie s were studied. A survey made by Gor don Culver8 
of the employment standa rds required of beginning s e cre-
taries and stenogr aphers wa s found to be representa tive of 
the occu~ational survey type of research using the inter-
view technique. Thi.s interview schedule assembled by Culver 
contc.ined numerous parts -vhich were adapted for use in the 
present s t ud y . A t entative questionna ire as then prepared 
and pr e sented uring t he summer of 1951 to a seminar cla ss 
in busi ess educa tion at the Okla1 oma. Agricultural and 
Mechanlca l College for comments and criticism • .After the 
revisions wer e ma e , other suggestions were indica ted by 
the Cha irman of the Thesis Committee. The questionna ire 
was revised further and copies were mimeographed to be used 
in making the interviews. A copy of this questionnaire 
appears in the Appendixes. 
Many emp loyers disregard questionnaire s sent by mail, 
probably because (1) they may not care to give out confi-
dentia l information to unidentified persons, (2) they are 
too busy to mark a long questionna ire, or (3) they may not 
be convinced of the significance of the information sought. 
The personal interview method wa s chosen by the inves t iga tor 
as the best method of collecting the desired da t a . 
8 Gordon F. Culver, A Survey of Selected Oil Companies 
in Oklahoma to Determine Minimum Employment St and ards Re-
guired of Beginning Secretaries and Stenographers. Unpub-
lished Ma ster' s thesis, Okl~homa A. and M. College, 
Still -a t er, 1949. 
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Plans for conducting this survey were explained at a 
meeting attended by the Louisiana State Supervisor of Busi-
ness Education, the Ouachita Parish Superintendent of Schools, 
and six local business education teachers. Comments and 
suggestions from this group were noted. 
A list of firms to be used in the survey was compiled 
from the class ified section of the Monroe-West Monroe Tele-
phone Directory and from bulletins furnished by the local 
Chamber of Commerce. The name of each firm was written on a 
3" by 5" card, giving the street address, telephone number, 
kind of business, an if possible, the name of the owner, 
personnel manager, or official to be interviewed. The offi-
cial interviewed in each instance vras the one responsible 
for employing the office orkers. The cards ere then 
grouped according to street address . 
Permission to conduct this survey was given by the 
pari sh school officials and the local Chamber of Commerce. 
The latter gave permission to the riter in the form of a 
letter of introduction to the businessmen. A copy of this 
letter appea rs in the Appendixes. 
Before making a survey of this kind, it is recommended 
that there should be well- planned publicity hich ould t ake 
th form of local ne spaper articl es and Chamber of Commerce 
approval .9 During the week preceding the beginning of the 
9 R. G. Walters, The Community Survey, Monograph Num-
ber 58. South-Western Publishing Company, • 24. 
survey , newspaner a rticle s conta ining the plan and purpose 
of the study ere published in t wo of the local newsoapers. 
A trial interview was held 1th a local busine ss col-
lege director, :vho offered constructive criticisrr.. He also 
furnished the writer t ith names of personne l managers of 
the firms to be surveyed. 
A l et ter was com osed to the personnel manager s stat-
ing br·efly t he purpose of the study and a sking for a defi-
nite int erview date. Individually t yped copies of this 
letter were mailed to 132 bus i ness firms, t he f irst twenty 
letters being ma iled during the second eek in April . Each 
letter W<: followed up by a elepbone c9ll, in order tha t 
the i nvestigator might r eceive an appointment for an inter-
view. 
Afti:;r the fi:,ost twenty firms had been visited or 
el i mina.tea from the study, the writer mai led another group 
of letters and continued the same process of int .rviewing. 
Enclos d with each letter was a sta tement of the pur~ose of 
the study, as stated in the Introduction. Copies of the 
letter and the enclosur e are incJuded in the Appendixe s . 
A firm's name was eliminated when it was learned that 
this hus inesr. , although it had clerical workers , had no 
one hol~ing . osition of secreta r y or stenographer, ~s 
was the ca se with some of the ,.Five-and- Ten-Ce t" stores. 
The employer was interviewed if one or more employees 
in his firm took dictation ~ither in shorthand or fr om 
10 
voice writing equipment and transcribed the message on the 
typewriter. After reading the definitions of a secretary 
and a stenographer, the employer determined how many of 
each he employed. 
Answers to questions in the information blank were 
filled in by the investigator at the time of the interview. 
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CHAPTER II 
GENERAL RESULTS OF T.HE STUDY 
Firms Surveyec.1. ~'h0re WE-re 132 business firms on the 
origine,l list, which VJ'ilS compiled frorri the cle.ssified sec-
tion o.f the telephone directc,ry. Of the 132 firms, 12 did-· 
not; employ secret1Jrios or stenographers, and were not visited. 
Seven employers were too busy to see the investigator; fi v~ , 
were not in ·when the investigator called; two employers 
sta..ted they did not receive a lettr:;'r giving the purpose of 
the survey. There remained 106, which were visited. 
Classifica.tion .Qf Firms h!' Number Qi: Full-Time Secre-
l~ §J!Q. .filWQEl'Jl~ Em.n~qz.~. In order to give an idea 
of the number of secretaries and the number of stenographers 
employed ln the various lndividual firms included in this 
study, the firms b.a.ve been classified in Table I according 
to the number of full-time secretaries employed and in Table 
II according to the nu.l!lber of full-time. stenogra.phers em-
ployed. 
ff able I shows that '57, or 59.4 per cent, of the 96 firms 
employing secretaries employ one secretary each. Twenty-one, 
or 21.9 per cent, employ two secretaries. Eleven, or 11.5 
per cent, employ three secretaries; f'our, or 4.2 per cent, 
employ 4 secretaries; and the remaining three, or 3.0 per cent 
- 12 -
TABLE I 
FIRMS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER 
OF FULL-TIME SECRETARIES EMPLOYED 
Number of Number of 
Secretaries Employed Firms 
1 57 
2 21 
3 11 
4 4 
7 1 
9 1 
10 1 
Total 96 
Per Cent of 
Firms 
59.4 
21.9 
11.5 
4.2 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
100.0 
13 
This table should be read as follows: Of 96 firms that 
employ workers classified as 11 secretaries,u 57, or 59 .. 4 per 
cent, employ only one worker in this classification. 
of the firms employ 7, 9, and 10 secretaries respectively. 
It should be kept in mind that Table I refers only to em-
ployees that the firms classified as tt secreta.r:i.es. n Table 
III will show the various combinations of secretaries and 
stenographers that were found in the offj_ces of the 106 
firms included in the study. 
Table II indicates tha.t 13, or 38.24 per cent, of the 
3>+ firms employing stenographers employ one stenographer 
each. Nine, or 26.47 per cent, employ 2 stenographers; 5, 
or 14.71 per cent, employ 3 stenographers; 3, or 8.82 per 
cent, employ 4 stenographers. Four firms employ 5, 8, 12, 
and 13 stenographers respectively. 
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Table III gives the combinations of secretarial a.nd 
stenographic employees i.n the 106 individual firms surveyed. 
Forty-five, or 42.45 per cent, of the firms employ one secre-
tary and no stenographers. Sixteen, or 15.1 per cent, employ 
two secretaries and no stenographers. Six, or 5.7 per cent, 
of the firms employ one secretary and one stenographer; six 
employ 3 secretaries and no stenographers. 
From the data presented in Table III, it is apparent 
tha.t nearly one half--46.2 per cent--of the 106 firms employ 
only one worker who is classif:i.ed as either secretary or 
stenographer .. All the rest of the firms employ two or more 
secretaries, two or more stenographers, or a combination o.f 
secretaries and stenographers. 
Seventy-two 3 or nearly 70 per cent, of the 106 firms 
employ secretaries only. Twenty-four firms employ both 
'TABLE II 
FIRMS CLASSIFIED ACCORD ING TO THE NUMBER OF 
FULL-TIME STENOGRAPHERS EMPLOYED 
Number of 
Stenographers Employed 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
8 
12 
13 
Total 
Number of 
Firms 
13 
9 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Per Cent or 
Firms 
100.00 
This table should be read as follows: Of 34 firms that 
employ workers classified as "stenographers," 13, or 38.24 
per cent, employ only one worker in this classification. 
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TABLE III 
COMBINATIONS OF SECRETARIAL AND STENOGRAPHIC EMPLOYEES 
IN INDIVIDUAL FIRMS 
Employing Firms 
Combinations of Employees Number Per Cent 
l Secretary, no Stenographers 45 42.45 
2 Secretaries, no Stenographers 16 15.10 
~ Secretaries, no Stenographers 6 5.67 Secretaries, no Stenographers 3 2.83 
7 Secretaries, no Stenographers l .94 
10 Secretaries, no Stenographers 1 .94 
1 Secretary, 1 Stenographer 6 5.67 
1 Secretary, 2 Stenographers 2 1.89 
1 Secretary, 3 Stenographers 1 .94 
l Secretary, 4 Stenographers 1 .94 
1 Secretary, 5 Stenographers 1 .94 
1 Secretary, 8 Stenographers 1 .94 
2 Secretaries, 1 Stenographer 2 1.89 
2 Secretaries, 2 :Stenographers 1 .94 
2 Secretaries, 3 Stenographers 2 1.89 
3 Secretaries, 2 Stenographers 1 .94 
3 Secretaries, 3 Stenographers 2 1.89 
3 Secretaries, 4 :Stenographers 1 .94 
3 Secretaries, 13 Stenographers 1 .94 
4 Secretaries, l Stenographer 1 .94 
9 Secretaries, 12 Stenographers 1 .94 
1 Stenographer, no Secretaries 4 3.78 
2 Stenographers, no Secretaries 5 4.72 4 Stenographers, no Secretaries 1 .94 
Total 106 100.00 
16 
This table should be read as follows: Forty-five, or 42.4-5 
per cent, of the 106 firms employ 1 secretary and no stenog-
raphers. 
secretaries and stenographers. IJ.1 en firms employ stenogra-
phers only. 
Classification of' Emnl.oyees la§. to Nat'hIT.s of Bus.iness 
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of Employe..r,.. The data collected were tabulated to determine 
the number of secretaries and stenographers employed in each 
type of business stU'veyed. The results of this ta.bule,tion 
are shown in Table IV. 'l'he 106 firms surveyed :represented 
32 different cla.ss:tfic2.tions, with the y.iaper industries em-
ploying the la.rgest number of seeret1:.,rie:3 and stenographers, 
29. 'l'he sttorney f:i.rms ~ranked second as to the munber of 
employees, with 26 secretaries a.nd stenog1~,::1phers. The con-
st:ruct:ton compenies employed the largest nu.mber ner firm; 
th.e three co:rnpanies employed a. total oi' 23 secret2.ries and 
stenog:raphers. 
Part-time Emulozees. The 106 firms surveyed employed 
4 part-time secretri.ries a.nd 2 pa:rt-time stenographers. 
In this survey the investigator did not try to deter-
mine the employment requirements for beginning part-time 
secretaries a.nd stenographers. The study deals with em-
ployment requirements for the 174 full-time secretaries and 
96 full-ttme stenogra:nhers. 
Minimum Age Hegulrements for S,:ic:r·etarie-s. 'I'a.ble V 
shows the distribution of l'/1+ f'u11-tirne secrete.rial posi-
tions according to minimum age requirements specified in the 
96 firms employing sPcretartes. Only l.i employers gave a 
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TABLE IV 
NUMBER OF FULL-TIME SECRETARIES AND STENOGRAPHERS 
E:i:WLOYED IN SELECTED FIRMS OF VARIOUS TYPES 
Nui!lber of Number of Number of 
Type of Fi.rm Firms Secretari0s Stenographers 
Accounting Firms 3 4 0 
Appliance Stores 2 1 1 
Architect 1 2 0 
Attorney Offices 10 25 l 
Auto Agencies 9 11 6 
Auto Supply Store 1 2 0 
Banks 4 5 3 
Bottling Company 1 1 0 
Carbon Companies 2 6 6 
Churches 2 3 0 
Clinics 2 5 0 
Construction Companies 3 11 12 
Credit and Loan Associations 12 14 10 
Department Stores 4 ... 4 :) 
Gas Companies 4 6 13 
Hardware Stores 2 4 3 
Insurance Companies 1~ 16 4 Lumber Companies 4 2 
Machine Works 2 2 0 
Mimeographing Service 1 1 0 
Oil Companies 2 3 0 
Paper Industri.es 5 16 13 
Parish Office 1 1 0 
Plumbing Supply Company 2 3 7 
Postoffice 1 1 0 
Printing Companies 2 3 0 
Public Utilities 2 12 2 
Real Estate Office 1 2 3 
Schools 3 3 1 
State Offices 2 0 2 
Tractor Equipment Company 1 0 2 
Wholesale Firms 2 4 1 
Total 106 174 96 
This table should be read as follows: Three accounting firms 
employed a total of four full-time sec·retaries and no stenog-
raphers. 
Position 
TABLE V 
MINIMUM EMPLOYMENT AGE REQUIRED OF SECRETARIES AND STENOGRAPHERS 
AS REPORTED BY Eil[PLO~'tS IN 106 SELECTED FIRMS 
Number 
of Firms 
Minimum--.::~ge Specif1~d by Emnloler§ 
l? 18 19 20 21 22 23 2~ 25 
Average 
30 Age 
·~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .... ~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~·~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Secretaries 96 4 l+5 8 20 6 3 1 1 6 2 19.6 
Stenographers ~4 
_, l 28 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 18.4 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~·~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
This table should be read as follows: Four employers specified a Ednimum employment age of 
17 years for secretaries. · 
I-' 
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minimum age 17 years, which was the lowest age mentioned~ 
Forty-five, or 46.9 per cent, will employ secretaries at a 
minimum age of 18. gi_ght, or 8. 3 per cent, ga~,e a minimum 
age requirement of 19 years. Twenty, or 20.8 per cent, 
\Vill employ secretaries at the min1.mum age of 20 years. 
In a few firms it is necessary for the secretary to be 
older than the average beginning office worker. This was 
· shc>wn when two employers stated that they require their be-
ginning secretaries to be at least 30 years old. 
The remaining 17 employers gave a m:i..nimu.m age reqn.ire-
ment between 21 and 25 for their beginning employees. The 
average of age requirements for secretaries was found to 
be 19.6 years. 
Minimum Age Reouirements f.o:r: Stenographers. The data 
presented in Table V show that 28, or 82.4 per cent, of the 
34 firms em.ploying stenographers require that these workers 
be at least 18 years of age. Only one employer named 17 
years as a minimum age requirement, while only one gave 
more than 21 years as a minimum age requirement, namely 25 
years. i:rhe remaining 4 specified 19, 20, or 21 years as 
their minimum age requirement for the position of stenog-
rapher in their respective firms. The average of age re-
quirements for stenographers was found to be 18~4 years .. 
rufe:t,'?~ l?..X Sex .~§. ~1.ill!_~ssed QZ Em_p;J.o_,,yers. In the 
106 firms surveyed only 2 employers stated they nreferred 
men stenographers to women stenographers. No employer 
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indicated he preferred men to women secretaries. No men 
stenographers nor men secretaries were employed in the firms 
surveyed. 
!v'!ari tal Status Preferred.. Seventefm, or 17. 'l per cent, 
of th,e 96 employers indicated that they prefer singlE, be-
ginning secretaries. Sixty-four, or 66.7 per cent, stated 
that marital status is irnrn;:,_terial. This inform,·1tion is 
ghre11 in Table VI. Ii1i ve ftrms, rampJ.oy:i.ng a total of 39 
secretaries and stenographers, require newly emp1oyed 
worlrnrs to be s:lngle. 
Twen.ty-thref~, or 67.7 per cent, of the 31t employers 
employing stermgrnphers stated that a beginning worker's 
marital status is immater:l.al when she is being considered 
for the position of stenographer. Three employers said 
that they prefer married stenographers because they are 
more dependable and stable. 
Ga.in i.n E:m:oloyment. During the l:rnt twelve months, 62 
women were hired for the position of full-time secretary, 
ana 56 secretaries were dropped from the pe.yroll, result-
ing tn a. gain of 6 employeese 
As Table VII :i.ndica.tes, 24 stenogra.phers were hired 
during the last twelve months a.nd 17 stenographers were 
dropped from the payroll~ This resulted in a ga.in of 7 em-
ployees. A total of 86 employees, secretaries and stenog-
raphers, were hi.red during the past ;,rear. 
TABLE VI 
TuIARITAL STATUS PREFERENCE FOR BEGINNING 
SECRETARIES AND STENOGRAPHERS 
No. of Firms 
22 
Position Reporting Sing.le Married Immaterial 
Secrete,ries 96 17 15 64 
Stenographers 8 3 23 
---------------------- . ,~,_, __ ------
This table should be read as follows: Of tl1e 96 firms employ-
ing secretaries, 17 prefer that these employees be single. 
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'l'ABLE VII 
GAIN IN EMPLOYMENT OF SECRETARIES AND STENOGRAPHERS 
DURING THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS 
==============:;;;;===========================~ 
Position 
Secretaries 
Stenographers 
Total 
Number 
Employed 
62 
24 
86 
Number 
Separated 
56 
17 
73 
Gain in 
Employment 
6 
7 
13 
'I'his table should be read as follov?s :. Sixty-two secretaries 
were hired during the past twelve months; 56 ivere separated 
from their positions, resulting in a gain of 6. 
Estimated .J.91>. Turnover. After a study of the reports 
of similar surveys was made, it was concluded that the best 
method of determining job turnover vms the formula used in 
1 
an occupational survey by Barton. This formula is: (1) 
Present number of employees plus separations minus newly 
employed equals number of employees a.t the beginning of 
the 12-month period. (2) Present number of employees plus 
number at beginning of 12-month period, divided by 2 equals 
average number of employees during la,st 12 months. Percent-
age of net turnover is based on average number of employees 
during the last 12 months. The actual number of replace-
ments during the last 12 months is represented by total 
newly employed or total separated, whichever is smaller. 
Replacements divided by average number of employees gives 
percentage of turnover. 
A study of Table VIII shows that there was a 32.7 per 
cent turnover in the secretarial positions during the last 
12-month period, and there was an 18.2 per cent turnover in 
the stenographic positions during the same time. 
From these data it is possible to form some estimate 
as to the number of positions that will be avai1able to new 
employees annually. It is not known, however, what part of 
the turnover results from the shifting about of employees 
1 Jessie Lee Barton, An Occupational Opportunity Survey 
of Blackwell, Oklahoma. Unpublished Master's thesis, Okla-
homa A. and M. College, Stillwater, 1949. 
TABLE VIII 
ESTH[ATED NET RATE OF TURiJOVER 
IN' SECRgTARIES AND STEiiOGRAPHERS DURING 12-MONTH PERIOD 
Present Newly No. Employed at Avg. N'o. f'or Per Cent*** 
Position Mumber Senarations Employed Beginning* Past 12 lliio .. ** of Turnover 
-
Secretaries 174 56 62 1.68 171 32 .. 7 
Stenographers 96 17 24 90 93 18.2 
* Present Iiumber + Separations - N'ewly Employed. 
** (Present Mumber em.ployed + nmnber employed at beginning) f 2 
*** Number separated or newly employed {whichever is small.er) divided by average nwn.ber of 
em.ployees du.ring past 12 months. 
This table should be read as follows: During a 12-month period 56 secretaries ,i7ere 
separated and 62 were newly employed, resulting in a 32.,7 per cent estimated turnover. 
I\) 
\J'\ 
from one employer to another. Also, it is understood that 
uncontrollable factors, such as war or depression, could 
cause business conditions to change, thus causing these 
percentages to vary. 
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Methods Used in Obtaining New ~IIrnloyees. Table IX 
gives the methods these 106 employers have found most effec-
tive in obtaining new secretaries and stEmographers. The 
questionnaire used in interviewing the employers listed nine 
methods through vrhich nrospecti ve secretaries and stenogra-
phers might be obtained. The employers vsrere asked to indi-
cate their first, second, and third most effective ways of 
obtaining employees. 
Twenty-five stated they asked their present workers to 
suggest persons interested in obtaining secretarial work; 
18 stated their secretaries received their jobs by being 
promoted within the firm from other positions. Thirteen 
employers stated the use of their firm's nersonal applica-
tion file was found to be the best method of obtaining be-
ginning secretaries. As shown in Table IX, the employers 
apparently believe that in obtaining stenographers they can 
best rely on suggestions from present workers and the firm's 
personal anplication file. 
No emnloyer stated he used the high school records as 
a first means of obtaining secretaries, but five said they 
used this as a second method. Tvvelve employers use the em-
ployment service burea.u as a second method of obtaining 
Position 
Secretaries 
TABLE IX 
Nilli/JBER OF EMPLOYERS NAMING EACH OF VARIOUS METHODS AS '11 HE MOST EFFECTIVE 
METHOD USED IN OBTAINING NEW EMPLOYEES 
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96 4 13 7 25 5 11 10 0 2 18 
Stenographers 34 1 10 0 12 2 2 3 l 0 1 
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Note: Employers who guve information on both secretaries and stenographers are included in 
the te.bulation for each of these classifications. 
This table should be read as follows: Four employers stated that they found the employment 
service the most effective means of employing beginning secretaries. 
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TABLE X 
NUMBER OF KMPLOYE.RS NAMING EACH OF VARIOUS :METHODS AS THE SECOND MOST EFFECTIVE 
METHOD USED IN OBTAINING NEW EMPLOYEES 
Cl) 
(l) 
s:: () 
0 Cl 
(I) •r-1 m 
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Secretaries 96 12 6 16 17 19 17 5-
Stenographers 34 3 3 5 7 6 5 3 
Q) 
M 
(I) 
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r-1 
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Note: Employers who gave information on both secretaries and stenographers are included 
in the tabulation for each of these classifications. 
This table should be read as follows: Twelve employers stated that they found the Employ-
ment Service the second most effective means of obtaining beginning secretaries. 
I\) 
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these employees; 11 firms indicated they consulted friends 
and acquaintances when they needed a secretary. 
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It seems that secretarial and stenographic workers 
seeking employment would be best served if they told present 
office workers or made application at the places they wish 
to work. 
· Previous Working, Experience ~eauirements. Table XI 
gives the experience requirements for new eT,ployees as 
specified by the employers. Of the 96 business firms em-
ploying secretaries, 35, or 36.5 per cent, stated that they 
required their beginning secretaries to have previous work-
ing experience; 61, or 63.5 per cent, stated that they did 
not require working experience of these workers. Of the 
61 employers who do not require working experience of be-
ginning secretaries, 13, or 21.3 per cent, stated that they 
prefer secretaries with working experience. 
As shown in 'rable XI, 27, or 79.4 per cent, of the 34 
firms employing stenographers do not require their nmvly 
employed stenographers to have working experience. These 
27 business.men emploJr 71 stenographers, or 73. 9 per cent of 
the stenographers included in this study. 
Six employers st-9stea that they prefer their stenogra-
phers to have working experience, but do not require it. 
From these findings, it appears that the high school 
graduate should meet with little difficulty in obtaining a 
job in so far as the experience requirements for begir:m.ing 
secretaries and stenographers are concerned. 
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'lABLE XI 
PREVIOUS WORKING EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT 
FOR BEGINNING SECRETARIES AND STENOGRAPHERS 
Position 
Secretaries 
Stenographers 
Number of 
Firms Reporting 
96 
Experience 
Required 
35 
7 
Experience 
Not.Required 
a 61 
b 
27 
~ Includes 13 who said experienced workers are preferred. 
Includes 6 who satd experienced workers are preferred. 
This table should be read as follows: Of the 96 firms em-
ploying secretaries, 35 require that the beginning secretaries 
have previous working experience. 
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Jiequtrements in the Use of Office Machines. Other 
than the typewriter, which all the firms in this survey re-
quire their see:reb~1~tes and/or stenographers to be able to 
use, the adding r1~0.chine is used most freqnentJ.y. Secre-
taries are expected to be able to use the adding machine in 
,-,r::: ( ..I' or 78 a 1 per cevt ~ of the f:1.rms included in this study; 
the calculator in 31, or 32.3 per cent. 
Next ma.chines :t.n frequency of rnention by these employers 
were the mimecgra.ph, liquid process duplicator, bookkeeping 
machine, rind a :1fferent kinds of' voice v.rri tj_ng equipment. 
These do.ta a:re given i.n Table XII. 
Some employers who indicated that they expect their 
begi.nning secretar:ies an.d stenographers to be able to operate 
c0rt&in office machines did not hRve their offices equipped 
vdth th€' machines mentioned. 
Typewriting Rates Required of Beginning Employees. As 
shown in Table XIII, 36 of the 106 employers specified a 
minimum typing speed requirement for their beginning secre-
taries and stenographers. The minimum typing rates speci-
fied by the employers varied from 30 words a minute to 60 
words a minute. Two employers stated they required 30 and 
35 words a minute respectively for these beginning employees; 
12 specified 4o words a minute; 19 specified 50 words a 
minute; and 3 specified 60 words a minute. 
Seventy, or approximately two th:t:rds~ of these employers 
require no specific typing ::rate for their beginning secre-
tnries and stenographers. 
TABLE XII 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYERS NAMING CERTAIN MACHINES 
THEY EXPECT BEGINNING EM:PLOYEES TO BE ABLE TO OPERATE 
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Secretaries 96 96 '15 31 15 6 9 I' 11 13 q 11 7 2 0 ,, 
Stenographers 34 34 30 7 7 2 5 2 3 2 l 2 3 2 
Note: Employers who gave information on both .secretaries and stenographers are included in 
-the tabulation for each of these classifications. 
This table should be read as follows: All 96 of the firms employing secretaries expect 
these employees to be able to operate a typewriter. 
w 
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TABLE XIII 
TYPIWG RAr.J:'ES REQUIRED OF BEGINI'JING 
SECRET,CIRIES AND STENOGRAPHERS 
Required Rate 
Number of 
Firms 
36 
No Rate Specified 70 
Total 106 
30 
1 
Words a Minute 
35 40 50 
1 12 19 
33 
60 
3 
This table should be read as· follows: One employer requires 
his beginning secretaries and stenographers to have a minimum 
typing speed of 30 words a minute. 
Use of Tests to DetEirmine 'T'-,n:ievJri tlng Rates. As shovm 
in Table XIV, of the 106 firms surveyed, 21 indicated that 
their firms give a tyy,ing test to thoso applying for the 
nosition of secretary or stenographer; 85 firms give.no 
formal typing test. 
Of the 21 firms giving typing tests, 6 give commer-
cially prepRred tests, 12 give company tests, 1 gives a 
ci viJ S(?rvice ~)t, and 2 give the merit system tost. The 
minimum typing rates these 21 firms require the applicants 
to perform on these tests are given in Table XV. 
At least 11 other employer:,, VJho do not give formal 
typing tests, indicated th2.t they simply ask the appli-
cant to type some material typical of that frequently die-
trtted in that firm and then check the pa.ge for accuracy. 
Even though the method may not be completely reliable in 
determining one's proficiency, it does provide the em-
ployers vdth a criterion for evaluating the typing skill 
of the applicants for these positions. 
Fifteen employers stated they require certs.in typing 
rates for beginning secretaries and stenogrE.phers, but 
they do not give a formal tyPing test. 
Shorthand Dictation Rates Reguired of Beginning 
Em.nlo~··ees. 
- I ;J "' As shown in Table XVI, 27, or 25.5 per cent of 
the firms included in this study indicated that they require 
their beginning secretaries a.nd stenographers to be able to 
take shorthand dictation at specified minimum rater:;. 'J'he 
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TABLE XIV 
USE OF TESTS TO DETER].UNE TYPING ABILITY 
OF APPLICANTS FOR SECRETft.RIAL AND STENOGRAPHIC POSITIONS 
Number of Firms 
Applicant Given Typewriting Test 21 
No Typewriting Test Given 85 
Total 106 
This table should be read as follows: Of the 106 firms sur-
veyed, 21 give typewriting tests to applicants for positions 
as beginning secretaries and stenographers. 
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TABLE XV 
KINDS OF PRE-EMPLOYMENT TYPING TESTS GIVEN 
BY 21 FIRMS AND MINIMUM 1NORDS-A-MINUTE REQUIRED 
Wo. of Firms Words-a-Minute Required 
Using 30 3; . I+o 50 Kind of Tests 
Company-Prepared Tests 
Commercially-Prepared Tests 
Civil Service Tests 
Merit System Tests 
Total 
12 
6 
1 
2 
21 
1 6 
2 
1 
1 
5 
4 
1 
This table should be read as follows: One firm requiring a 
minimum typing rate of 30 w.a.m. of beginning secretaries and 
stenographers gives applicants a. company-prepared test. 
TABLE XVI 
SHORTHAND RATES REQUIRED OF BEGINNING 
SECRETARIES AND STENOGRAPHERS 
Required Rate 
Number of 
Firms 
27 
No Rate Specified 79 
Total 106 
70 
2 
Words-a-Minute 
80 90 100 
15 6 2 
3?' 
120 
2 
This table should be read as follows: Two of the employers re-
quire a minimum. shorthand dictation rate of 70 i/trords a minute o 
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rates sta.ted by the employers vary from 70 to 120 words a 
minute. Two specified 70 words a minute; 15 specified 80 
words a mtnute; 6 specified 90 words a minute; 2 each speci-
fied 100 and 120 words a minute respectivelye 
:Seventy nine employers indicated that they require no 
particular shorthand dictation rate for beginning secre-
taries ana stenographers. Eleven of these firms are equipped 
with soundwriting equipment and do not :require these em-
ployees to take shorthand dictation. 
Use Qf Tests to Determine Shorthand Dictation Rate. 
As Table XVII indicates, 15', or 1l1-.l per cent, of the 106 
firms actually give formal pre-employment shorthand dicta-
tion tests. 
Company-prepared tests are given by 7 firms; commer-
cially-prepared tests by 5; civil service tests by l; and 
the merit system test by 2. The minimum shorthand dicta-
tion rates at which these 15 firms require the applicants 
to perform on these tests are given in Table XVIII. 
Approximately 60 per cent of those firms that indicEte 
that they require specific shorthand dictation rates give 
tests to prospective secretarial and stenographic employees. 
Ninety-one employers do not give any kind of dictation 
test to prospective secretaries and stenographers. 
Transcription Rates Required of Beginning Emnloyees. 
Only one employer specified a transcription rate from 
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TABLE XVII 
USE OF TESTS TO DETERMII\T:E SHORTHAND ABILITY 
OF APPLICANTS FOR SECRET.ARIAL AND STENOGRAPHIC POSITIONS 
Number of Firms 
Applicant Given Shorthand Test 15 
No Shorthand Test Given 91 
Total 106 
This table should be read as follows: Of the 106 firms sur-
veyed, 15 give shorthand tests to applicants for positions as 
beginning secretaries and stenographers. 
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TABLE XVIII 
KINDS OF PRE-EMPLOYMENT SHORTHAND DICTATIOW TESTS 
GIVEN BY 15 FIRMS AND MINIMUM WORDS-A-MINUTE REQUIRED 
Kind of Tests 
Company-Prepared Tests 
Commercially-Prepared 
Civil Service Tests 
Merit System Tests 
Total 
No. of Firms 
Using 
7 
Tests 5' 
1 
2 
.Words-a-Minute Required 
70 Bo 90 100 
2 4 1 
3 2 
1 
2 
This table should be read as follov.rs: Two firms requiring a 
minimum shorthand dictation rate of 70 w.a.m. of beginning 
secretaries and stenographers give applicants company-prepared 
tests. 
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dictated material •. This firm requires a pre-employment 
transcription rate of 20 words a minute for both secretaries 
and stenographers. It is interesting to note that this busi-
ness firm requires 50 words a minute in typing, 100 words a 
minute in shorthand dictation, and 20 ·words a minute for 
transcription. This firm employ·s seven full-time secretaries 
and stenographers and one part-ttme stenographer, all of whom 
are required to be single. 
The other employers indicated that their employees were 
given sufficient time on the job for transcribing shorthand 
notes or messages from the voice-writing equipment. 
Use of Test.§. to .lli':.termin~ Transcription Rate. The only 
firm specifying a definite rate in shorthand transcription 
for beginning secretaries and stenographers gives a pre-
employment dictation test, in which the applicant is required 
to attain a minimum rate of 20 words a minute when transcrib-
ing. 'l'his is a company test administered by the personnel 
manager. 
Educational Requirements. Table XIX reveals the number 
of employers indicating various minimum educational require-
ments for newly employed secretaries and stenographers. 
Seventy-seven, or 80.2 per cent, of those employing secre-
taries stated that they a.re willing to employ a secretary 
who has completed high school only, provided she meets the 
other requirements for that position~ Eighteen, or 18.8 
per cent, of the 96 employers require newly employed 
TABLE XIX 
MINIMUM EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR BEGINNING EMPLOYEES 
Number Less than 
Position of High School High School Business School 2-Yr. College College 
Firms · Graduate Graduate Graduate Graduate Graduate 
,_, 
Secretaries 96 0 77 18 1 0 
Stenographers 34 0 32 2 0 0 
This table should be read as follows: Of the 96 firms employing secretaries, 77 require 
that beginning secretaries have at least a high school education. 
+ I\) 
secretaries to be graduates of business co11ege, while one 
stated he required his secretary to have compl.eted at least 
two years of college work. No employer ind:tcated he would 
consi.der employing a secretaI'Y who was not a graduate of a 
high school. 
rph ··1 rt ·y ·t~~ro 
~k .J. ... ,. • ..J - \ie !t or 94.l per cent, of the 36 firms employ-
ing stenographers ::;tated that they require these employees 
to have at least a high school education, and t·u\ro, or 5o9 
per cent, ir~icated that they require their stenographers 
to be business college graduates. This information is 
given in Table XIX. 
Each businessman was counted as a separate employer 
each time he supplied data concerning the requirements for 
a type of position included in this study. 
Duties Perfcn·m(1d Ju SecrE:tari~s ~ Each employee was 
elass1f:i.ed as a secretary or a stranogra.phe~r by the employer 
intervi(,rwed. Before the writer j_ntervtevrnd tm employer, it 
was determined the.t at least one employee in that business 
firm took dictation in shorthand or from a sour:..d scrlber, 
and trD.nscr.ibed the mes sag(~. 
Based on th(?. f:i.nd ings e.s shown in Table XX, the secre-
tary is required to perform many duties. The duties per-
formed by secretaries are determined to a great extent by 
the job itself, rather than by the previous training of the 
secretary. Graduates of four-year colleges are called upon 
to perform duties similar to those performed by secretaries 
who did not continue their formal education beyond high 
school graduation. 
Eighty-five, or 88.5 per cent, of the employers expect 
their beginning secretaries to be able to take shorthand 
dictation. The remaining eleven firms, or 11.5 per cent, 
use the dictaphone, ediphone, or tape recorder. All 96 
employers require their secretaries to transcribe the dic-
tated material on the typewriter in acce,table form. 
Eighty-five employers expect their secretari2s to 
apply knowledge of bookkeeping principles and practices, 
ana 93, or 96. 9 per cent, require these e::nployees to do 
some filing. 
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Duties Performed .:t?x Stenographers. Thirty-one of the 
34 firms employing stenographers expect these beginning 
workers to take shorthand dictation, and all 34 expect their 
stenographers to transcribe on the typewriter. The three 
firms that do not require stenographers to take shorthand 
dictation were equipped with dictaphones. 
As shown in Table XX, ability to file and to apply 
knotrledge of bookkeeping principles and practices ranked 
third and fourth respectively in frequency of mention by 
the employers, as duties they expect beginning stenogra-
phers to perforrno 
It j_s assumed that more emphasis by the counselor and 
business teachers should be placed on bookkeeping for busi-
ness majors who plan to do secretarial and stenographic 
vvork. 
TABLE XX 
NUMBER OF :B~IRMS 11 HAT EXPECT SECRETf;RIES AND STENOGRAPHERS TO BE ABLE 
TO PERFORM CERTAIN DU'I'IES 
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Note: Employers vd10 gave information on both secretaries and stenographers are included 
in the tabulation for each of these classifications. 
This table should be read as follows: Of the 96 firms represented in this study, 85 
stated that they expect their beginning secretaries to be able to take shorthand dicta-
tion. 
+ 
\J\ 
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Number .Qf Ouachita Parish High School Graduates Employed 
Jll: Firm_~ Sur_yeye_g. Seventy-one, or 4o.8 per cent, of the 171+ 
secretaries included in this study Rre graduates of the Ouach-
ita Parish Hlgh School; 30, or 31.2 per cent, of the 96 ste-
nographers are graduates o.f thts school. i:'hese data a.re 
given ln Table XXI. The investlgator, be:ing a business edu-
cation teacher in th:ts h:i.gh school, was particularly in-
terested in aeterrnin:ing the number of these positions held 
by. graduates of this school. 
TABLE XXI 
NUivIBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SECRETARIES AND S'l'ENOGRAPHERS 
THA~: .ARE GRADUA'l'ES OF 1'HE OUACHD1l~ PARISH HICm SCHOOL 
Position 
Secretaries 
Stenographers 
Total Employees 
in Study 
Wumber Per Cent 
174 100.0 
96 100.0 
Graduates of 
Ouachita Parish High School 
Number Per Cen:t, 
71 4o.8 
30 31.2 
This table should be read as folloviTs: Of the 171+ secretaries 
included in this study, 7ll or 40.8 per cent, were graduated 
from the Ouachita Parish H gh Schoole 
CI-Ili.PTER III 
EVALUATION OF ABILITIES OF BEGINNING 
SECRETARIES AND STENOGRAPHERS 
Related literature dealing with personality traits and 
secretarial duties was studied, and particular attention was 
paid to the interview method used by Charters and Whitley,l 
:l.n which the employers 11vere encouraged to talk about the 
qualities in secretaries that they would like to improve in 
their present secretaries. From the results of the Charters 
and Whitley study and similar studies by others, the investi-
gator selected traits ana abilities to be included in a brief 
check list to be used in determining the deficiencies that, 
in the opinion of the employers included in this study, were 
most likely to be found in beginning secretaries and stenog-
raphers. 
The employers were asked if they believed the begin..ning 
secretaries and stenographers in their offices had been ade-
quately prepared to perform the duties they expect these em-
ployees to perform. Then they were asked to relate any skill 
deficiencies they found in these employees, both past and 
present workers. On the check list items are classified 
1 w. W. Charters and Isadore B. Whitley, Analysis of 
Secretarial Duties and Traits, p. 186. 
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according to subject matter, office duties, and personal 
skills; and the employer, in each instance, had an opportunity 
to mention additional deficiencies that he had noted. 
The check list was used in the interview as an aid in 
classifying and interpreting the data concerning deficien-
cies. 
Evaluation of Knowledge of Subject Matter. Table XXII 
summarizes the opinions of the employers with reference to 
subject matter deficiencies of beginning secretaries and 
stenographers. This information v1as gained through inter-
views with these employers in 106 selected firms in Monroe, 
Louisiana. 
Fourteen employers indicated that they frequently found 
these beginning employees do not understand the principles 
of bookkeeping. Thirteen stated that they found beginning 
secretaries and stenographers were frequently deficient in 
their ability to spell. The ability to use correct grammar 
was a weakness noted in beginning employees by nine employers 
interviewed. Six of the ten attorney offices surveyed re-
ported beginning secretaries and stenographers were frequently 
deficient in the knowledge and use of legal terminology. 
The inability.of some beginning secretaries to get the 
shorthand dictation was indicated by six employers, while 
three stated some employees were incapable of transcribing 
satisfactorily from shorthand notes. Two employers expressed 
the belief that beginning secretaries and stenographers 
TABLE XXII 
SUBJECT MATTER IN V/HICH EMPLOYERS OF 106 FIRr'i[S 
INDICATE THAT BEGINNING SECRETARIES AJ\lD STENOGRAPHERS 
ARE FREQUENTLY DEFICIEr~T 
Subject Matter 
Bookkeeping 
Spelling 
Grammar 
Mathematics 
Legal Terminology 
Shorthand 
Filing 
'l'ranscrlntion 
Use of Machines 
Punctuation 
Vocabulary 
Deficient Ability 
14 
13 
9 
8 
6 
6 
5 
3 
2 
2 
2 
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This table should be read as follows: Of the employers report-
ing subject matter deficiencies among beginning secretaries 
and/or stenogranhers, 14 stated they frequently found these 
emnloyees to be deficient in the knowledge of bookkeeping. 
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frequently could not punctuate correctly, and five believed 
the beginning employees to possess an insufficient knowledge 
of filing. 
The frequency with which these employers find begin-
ning secretaries and stenographers deficient in the subject 
matter, office duties, and personal traits has nothing to 
do with the number of times an :i.ndividual may be found defi-
cient; it is concerned altogether with how often the employer 
finds workers in these classifications to be deficient in 
various abilities and traits. 
Evaluation of Abilitx in Performa~ of Office Duties. 
Employers of 106 firms were asked in a personal interview if 
they found the beginning secretaries and stenographers they 
had employed or were now employing in their offices deficient 
in performing the duties they expect beginners to be able to 
perform.. Fifty-eight, or 54.7 per cent, stated that they 
did not frequently find these employees to be deficient in 
the performance of the duties mentioned. 
As shown in Table X.."ICIII, the remaining employers 
reported that they often found beginning secretaries and 
stenographers lacked the ability to perform various types of 
office duties. The duties in which deficiencies were men-
tioned as being prevelant among beginning employees are 
listed in the table according to frequency of mention by the 
employers. 
TABLE XXIII 
OFFICE Dtf.PIF.S IN WHICH EMPLOYF'.BS OF 106 FIRMS 
INDICATE.: THAT BEGIN1'ifING 8ECRET1\RIES AND STENOGRAPHERS 
ARE I!'REQUENTLY DEFICIENT 
Office Duties Deficient Ab:lli ty 
Typtng Invoic19s and Forms 
Meeting and 0irecting Office Callers 
Proofreading Typewritten Copy 
Composing Business Letters 
Taking Dictation 
Using the ~:elephone 
· Typing Stencils 
Transcrlbing 
Straight-copy Typing 
i 
6 
6 
4 
4 
2 
2 
l 
This table should be read as follows: Nine employers re-
ported that they found beginning secretaries and stenogra-
phers deficient in the ability to type invoices and forms. 
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Nine employers indicated that they often found that 
beginning secretaries and stenographers lacked the ability 
to type properly the different invoices and forms. The 
ability to meet and direct office callers is a duty that 
eight employers found beginning employees frequently lack. 
Six employers reported that ofte.n the beginning secretaries 
and stenographers neglect to proofread the typewritten copy; 
six reported that their employees had difficulty composing 
business letters. Using the telephone properly and taking 
dictation were mentioned four times each as duties beginning 
secretaries and stenographers were found to be deficient in 
performing~ 
Some of the employers interviewed voiced direct criti-
cism of the training and instruction the public schools are 
offering, but many of them offered praise of the job that is 
being done. Many of the complaints of the employers inter-
viewed were based upon social or personal traits rather than 
subject matter abilities. 
Evaluation .Qf Personal Trait Development. Table XXIV 
summarizes the opinions of employers of the firms surveyed 
in regard to the deficiencies in desired personal traits of 
secretaries and stenographers. Fifteen of the employers 
stated that they had found these beginning employees fre-
quently lacked the ability to follow instructions. The use 
of good judgment in office details was a personal trait that 
14 employers mentioned as being deficient in beginning 
TABLE XXIV 
PERSOJ\TAL TRAITS IN WHICH EMPLOYERS OF' 1.06 FIRMS 
IWDICA~rE THC\.11 EEGIN'NING SECRETAHIES Ai~D s·rENOGRAPHERS 
AH.E FREQUENTLY :OEFICIEN'I' 
Personal Tra.i ts Deficient Abil:l.ty 
Ability to Follow Instructions 15 
Judgment 1~ 
Responsibility 9 
Ability to Get Along with Others 9 
Accuracy 8 
Initiative 6 
Attitude 5 
Neatness 5 
Courtesy 5 
Loyalty 3 
Dependability 2 
Confidence 2 
==============·-=·=-=··:::::-::::··=··:::··-:::::-========= 
rrhis table should be read as follows: Fifteen employers 
indicated that they found beginning secretaries and ste-
nographers lacking in the ability to follow instructions. 
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secretaries and stenographers. I\fine employers indicated that 
beginning secretaries and stenographers frequently do not 
accept responsibility to the extent that the employers be-
lieved that they shou.la. Nine a.I.so indicated that beginning 
workers in these classifications often lackod the ability to 
get along with other employees. 
A few employers of off'ice workers stated they frequently 
found their beginning secretaries and stenographers lacking 
in accuracy, initiative, good attitude and neatness. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUT\[tiIARY OF FINDIN"GS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOiill.11ffiIIDATIONS 
It is the purpose of this study to determine the 
requirements for employment in secretarial and stenogra-
phic positions in selected firms in Ifonroe, Louisiana, with 
special interest in the positions available to graduates of 
the Ouachita Parish High School. This study seeks findings 
the.t may be used as a measure of guidance for the business 
education teacher and counselor. 
The study records the approximate number of part-time 
and full-time secretaries and stenographers that are em-
ployed; the minimum age requirements for these employees; 
the preference by sex expressed by employers of secretaries 
and stenographers; the preferred marital status of employees 
as expressed by the employers; the approximate turnover and 
net gain in employment during the pa.st twelve months; the 
methods used in obtaining new employees; the working ex-
perience requirement for beginning secretaries and stenog-
raphers; the extent of training necess e,ry in the operation 
of the various office machines; the minimum typing, dicta-
tion and transcrintion rates required of the prospective 
employee; the extent to which beginning workers are tested 
in short.hand, typing, and transcription; the educational 
level required for beginning secretaries and stenographers; 
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the duties secretaries and stenographers are expected to 
perform; and the number of Ouachita Parish High School gradu-
ates now employed in the positions included in this study~ 
Summary of Findings 
The data summarized in this section are the findings 
that pertain to the specific -purposes of the study as stated 
in Chapter I. 
1. How many full-time and part-time workers~ employed 
in the positions included in this study? In the 106 firms 
surveyed, there are employed 174 full-time secretaries and 96 
full-time stenographers; there are 4 part-time secretaries and 
2 part-time stenographers. 
2. !Y.hfil. ~ the classifications of firms 12.Y number of 
full-time secretaries and stenographers employed? Seventy-
two firms employ secretaries only, 10 employ stenographers 
only, and the remaining 24 employ workers in both classifi-
cations. 
Nearly one half of the firms, 46.2 per cent, employ only 
one worker whom they classify as either secretary or stenog-
rapher. Of the 270 full-time secretaries and stenographers 
employed by all firms, 49, or 18.Jper cent, work in offices 
in which there are no other secretaries or stenographers 
employed. 
Seventy-six, or 71.7 per cent, of the firms each employ 
not more than two workers who are classified as secretaries 
or stenographers; yet these firms employ only 103, or 38.1 
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per cent, of the secretaries and stenographers included in 
the study. It is apparent that most of the firms have 
fairly small offices :in terms of the number of secretarial 
and stenographic employees, but the majority of the secre-
taries and stenographers included in this study are employed 
in larger offices. 
3. ·what ls the minimum age 1imi t for beginning secre-
taries and stenogra2hers? Only four firms give a minimum 
employment age of 17 years. A minimum employment age of 18 
years ·was specified by 45 of th1::: 96 firms employing secre-
taries. The remaining 47 firms specified higher ages, rang-
ing from 19 to 30 years. 
Approximately ninety per cent of the 34 firms employing 
stenographers sta.ted that they wou1d employ beginning v:.rorkers 
who were 18 years of age. Only one firm gave a minimum em-
ployrnent age of 17 years. The rest of the firms specified 
minimum ages ranging from 19 to 25 years. 
4-. What is the :Qreference QX ~ .§& expressed J2.y the 
emnloyers of secretaries e.nd stenogr~tnher_~? Women were pre-
ferred to men as secretaries in all 96 firms employing secre-
taries. Only 2 firms employing stenographers stated that 
they preferred men in these posl tions. However, no men ·were 
employed in either of these positions in the 106 firms sur-
veyed. 
5. What is the ureferred marital status of secreto.ries 
and stenograRpers as expressed 12.z their emnloyers? The mari-
tal status of beginning secretaries and stenographers is 
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immaterial to two thirds of the employers included in this 
study. Fifteen firms prefer these workers to be married, 
and only five firms require that their secretaries and 
stenographers be single. 
6. What ·Vtras the estimated net rate of turnover in 
~~~ ~- -~- --. ~
secretaries and stenographers during the past 12-month 
period? There was a turnover of 32.7 per cent in the past 
12 months for the positions of secretary included in this 
study. 
There was a turnovE:r of 18.2 oer cent of the employees 
in stenographic positions in the past 12-month period. 
7. What~ the most effective methods used in obtain-
ing ~ secretaries and stenographers? Twenty-five of the 
96 employers of sec~etaries saia that suggestions from 
present workers regarding new employees are the most effec-
tive method of' obtaining secretariese Eighteen stEted that 
secretaries receive their jobs by being promoted from other 
positions within the firm. Next in order of frequency of 
mention were "personal applications 11 ana urriends and 
acquaintances.tt 
Twelve of the 34 firms employing stenographers stated 
that they obtain most of these employees through suggestions 
obtained from present VJorkers. 'l'en stated that they found 
the use of the firm's personal application file to be the 
most effective means for hiring new stenographers. 
Only one employer mentioned the high school as a source 
used in locating new employees for secretarial or 
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stenographic positions, and he mentioned it as a source in 
locating stenographers only. 
8. ·What previous secretarial and stenographic experi-
~ is required for beginning employees in secretarial and 
stenographic positions? Working experience is required of 
the new secretarial employees by 3 5', or 3,6. 5' per cent, of the 
96 firms employing secretaries. Seven, or 20.6 per cent, of 
the 34 firms employing stenographers require these employees 
to have previous working experience. 
9. What training should be given students in the opera-
tion of various office machines? Since the beginning secre-
taries and stenographers are employed primarily on the basis 
of their ability to take shorthand dictation, type, and tran-
scrib~·material, they are not required, but are expected, to 
be able to operate various office machines. 
·Approximately 78 per cent of the employers of secre-
taries and 88 per cent of the employers of stenographers ex-
pect beginning employees in these classifications to be able 
to use the adding machine. Approximately one third of the 
firms employing secretaries and one fifth of the firms em-
ploying stenographers expect these beginning employees to be 
able to operate the calculator. Next in order of frequency 
of mention by employers were duplicating machines and voice 
writing machines. 
10. V'hat ~ the minimum typing, dictation, and tran-
scripti911 rates required of the prospective employee? 
Thirty-six employers stated that they require their 
beginning secretaries to be able to type at a specific 
minimum rate. Two require a minimum typing rate bf 30 and 
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35 words a minute respectively; 12 require 40 words a minute; 
19 require 50 words a minute; and 3 require 60 vmrds a 
minute. Seventy employers stated that they require no 
specific minimum typing rate of their beginning secretaries 
and stenographers. 
A specific minimum shorthand dictation rate was required 
for beginning secretaries and stenographers by 27 of the 106 
firms. ~'wo employers stated that they require 70 words a 
minute; 15 require 80 v':orc1s a minute; 6 require 90 words a 
minute; 2 require 100 words a minute; and 2 require 120 words 
a minute. Seventy-nine firms specified no minimum shorthand 
dictation rate. 
Only one employer specified a transcription rate from 
dictated material. He stated that his required rate vms 20 
words a minute. 
11. To what extent do employers give qualifying tests 
in ty::r;>ing, shorthand dictation, and transcription to their 
prospective employees? Twenty-one of the 106 firms give pre-
employment timed typing tests to prospective secretaries and 
stenographers. El.even other employers indicated that they 
ask the applicant to type some material typice.l of that fre-
quently dictated in that firm and then check the page for 
accuracy. 
Fifteen of the 106 firms give pre-employment shprthand 
dictation tests to applicants for the position of sectetary 
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or stenographer. The other ninety-one employers do not give 
any kina of dictation tests to prospective employees. 
Only one of the firms that give pre-employment short-
hand dictation tests to prospective employees determines 
whether these applicants meet the specified minimum. tran-
scription rate, which, in this firm, is 20 words a minute. 
12. What is the minimum educational requirement for 
beginning secretaries and stenographers? It was indicated 
by the employers that no firm included in the survey will 
employ a secretary or stenographer who does not have at 
least a high school education. Eighteen that employ secre-
taries require at least a business college graduate, and 
one other requires that newly employed secretaries have at 
least two years of college training.· Two firms employing 
stenographers require these to have at least a business 
college certificate. 
13. What~ 1h.g duties that beginning secretaries and 
stenographers~ expected to perform? According to the 
definition given in Chapter I for a secretary and stenographer, 
these employees are expected to take dictation either in short-
hand or from a soundscriber and transcribe on the typewriter. 
All the secretaries and stenographers in this study performed 
these and a variety of other duties. 
In addition to the specific duties included in the defi-
nition given in Chapter I, the secretaries performed the fol-
lowing duties, 1•:hich are listed according to frequency of 
mention by employers: 
File 
Do some bookkeeping 
Handle.money 
Type company bulletins 
Order office supplies 
Make deposits 
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Of the 96 firms employing secretaries, 93 expect these 
employees to file. To apply knowledge of bookkeeping prin-
ciples and practices is a duty that 85 of the firms expect 
their secretaries to be able to perform. 
Eighty-five of the employers expect their beginning 
secretaries to be able to take shorthand dictation. The re-
maining 11 firms a.re supplied with dicta.phones and/or edi-
phones. These 11 firms expect their beginning secretaries 
to be able to use the dicta.phone and/or ediphone. Thus all 
of the firms employing secretaries expect these employees to 
transcribe dictated material. 
Those duties performed by stenographers in this study 
and not specifically mentioned under the definition of a 
stenographer in Chapter I, are listed below according to 
their frequency of mention by employers: 
File 
Prepare statements 
Use-telephone 
Handle money 
Take orders 
Thirty-one of the 34 firms employing stenographers ex-
pect these employees to take shorthand dictation, and all 34 
require them to transcribe on the typewriter. Three firms 
that are equipped with dictaphone and/or ediphone equipment 
do not require their stenographers to take shorthand dicta-
tion. 
Of the 34 firms employing stenographers, 25 expect 
these workers to file. One half of the firms expect their 
stenographers to meet and direct office callers. Twenty 
employers stated that they expect these employees to be 
able to apply knm1 ledge of bookkeeping principles and 
practices. 
14. How .!!l:~~y of the secretaries and stenogranhers 
included in this study are graduates of the Ouachita Parish 
High School? This survey shov1s that 40. 8 per cent of the 
174 secretaries and 31.2 per cent of the 96 stenographers 
employed by the firms included in this study are graduates 
of the Ouachita Parish High School. 
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Conclusions 
On the basis of the findings in this survey of 106 firms 
located in Monroe, Louisiana, it is believed that the follow-
ing conclusions may be justified. 
As most firms indicate that they are willing to employ 
beginning secretaries and stenographers at the age of 18, 
without previous working experience and without formal edu-
cation beyond high school, it is concluded that there are in 
Monroe many secretarial and stenographic positions for which 
women who receive secretarial and stenographic training will 
be eligible upon graduation from high school. 
There are very few opportunities for part-time workers 
in the positions of secretary and stenographer. 
As women secretaries and stenographers are preferred in 
nearly all of the firms surveyed 5 and as no men are at present 
employed in secretarial or stenographic positions in the firms 
E,urveyed, it is concluded that few, if any, boys should be 
encouraged to specialize in this type of training for local 
emuloyment possibilities. 
As marital status for employees in secretrrial and steno-
graphic positions is immaterial to the employers in a majority 
of the offices, it is concluded that opportunities for employ-
ment in these positions are available to both married and 
single women high school graduates. 
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In locating new employees for secretarial and steno-
graphic positions, the largest number of employers depend upon 
the recommendations of their present employees. The second 
most common method of obtaining secretaries is through promo-
tion from other jobs, while the second most common method of 
ohtaJ.ning stenographers is through personal applications. 
Approxim:::ttely one third of the firms surveyed state that 
they require sped.fie m:i.nimum typewriting rates for beginning 
secretarial and stenographic employees. An even smaller num-
ber specify minimum shorthand dictation rates, and only one 
specifies a minimum transcription r1:de. 
Of the firms that state ths,t they have minimum ratE'is for 
type-writing and dictation, many do not give any kind of formal 
pre-employment test to applicants. Specifying minimu.rn rates 
of performance cannot have much meaning in firms that apparently 
take no stens to ascertain whether or not applicants are able 
to meet the standards specified. 
Inasmuch as all of the employers in the firms surveyed 
require nevrly employed secretaries and stenographers to have 
at least a high school education, high school students who plan 
to enter positions in these classifications should complete 
high school before attempting to enter employment. 
As a majority of beginning secreta.ries and stenographers 
will be expected to be able to file, apply knowledge of book-
keeping principles and practices, and composi'? business letters, 
these skills should be emphasized in the prep8ra.ti.on of st;udents 
who expect to enter secretarial and stenographic positions. 
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As many secretciries and stenographers are expected to 
be able to operate the adding machine, calculator, and dupli-
eating machines, training in the operation of these machines 
should be included in the programs of students who are pre-
paring to •E!n.ter· secretari&l anc] stenographic positions. 
'I'he findings of this study indic&te a higher rate of 
turnover in secretarial 1Jositions (32.7 per cent) than in 
stenog1·aphic positions ( 18 .2 per cent). Data to~ explain thi~ 
large difference in t u:rnover rates are not included in the 
study. The fact th:;;.t a larger proportion of the vuorkers 
classified as stenographers are employed in the larger offices 
may have some bearing on this problem. 
Apparently very few employers rely on high schools to 
furnish information concerning the qualifications of appli-
cants for secretarial and stenographic positions or to assist 
in locating new employees for the~:;e positions. 
1n1e findings of this study reveal that the graduates of 
Ouachita Parish High School are emnloyed in approximately one 
half of the secretarial nositions and in approximately one 
third of the stenographic positions. Therefore, the findings 
. of this study have important implications for the ' . ousiness 
curriculum. and the business gradu.a tes of Ouctchi ta Parish High 
School. 
Recommendations 
. A follow-un study of the business education graduates 
of the Ouachita Parish High School should be conducted as a 
means of further evaluating the effectiveness of the busi-
ness education department. 
It is recommended that a complete file, listing quali-
fications, grades, opinions of teachers, and employment 
intentions of each business student, be maintained for the 
benefit of students and businessmen. 
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It is recommended that the adding ma.chines and calcu-
lators in the business education departments of the local 
schools be used for instructional purposes in the secretarial 
training courses. 
As secretarial and stenographic employees are required 
to perform record keeping duties, it is recommended that 
those preparing to enter these positions be advised to take 
courses in bookkeeping. 
It is recommended that training in performance of the 
following office duties be included in the secretarial 
courses:; composing business letters, answering the telephone, 
meeting and directing office callers, handling mail, and 
filing. 
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APPENDIX 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING: 
Number or full-time employees 
(30 hours a week or more) 
Number newly employed during 
the past 12 months 
Number separated from the job 
during the past 12 months 
Do you prefer male or female 
employees 
What is the minimtlm age require-
ment for beginning empldyees 
Is previous working experience · 
required of these employees 
Do you prefer married or single 
employees (or is it immaterial) 
What is the minimum educational 
requirement for beginners? 
(Grad of: High Sch, Bus Sch, 
2 Yr Col, 4 Yr Col, Other: 
________ ) 
How many7 presently employed, are gradua'tes of OPHS? 
PROFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS 
What is the minimum typing skill 
requirement for beginning employee? 
(If a definite rate is given, ask 
how this rate is determined.) 
What is the minimum dictation rate 
requirement for beginning employee? (If a definite rate is given, ask 
how this rate is determined.) 
What is the minimum transcription 
rate requirement from shorthand 
notes? (If a defini t e r ate is 
given, ask how this rate is deter-
mined.) 
Secretaries Stenegraphers 
Check the duties you expect beginning secretaries and stenog-
raphers to be able to perform: 
Duties SECRETARIES STENOGRAPHERS 
a. Take dictation 
b. Transcribe on the typewriter 
c. File 
d. Type stencils 
e. Compose business letters 
f, Ap ply knowledge of bookkeeping 
g~ Handle mail (open, sort) 
h. Answer telephone and plac~ calls 
i. Meet and direct office callers 
j. Other: 
k. Operate : 
Typewriter 
Adding Machine 
Calculator 
Comptometer 
Check Writer 
Mimeograph 
Mimeoscope 
Cash Register 
Sound scriber 
Liquid Duplicator 
Other: 
Have beginners in your office been adequately prepared to per-
form the duties checked above? Yes No ~<If !lQ, comment.) 
Check any deficiencies in skill you have found your beginning 
secretaries and/or stenographers to possess in performing the 
above-named duties. 
a. Subject Matter 
Grammar 
== Spelli~.g 
Mathematics 
=: Writing Letters 
Shorthand 
== Typewriting 
__ Bookkeeping 
Filing 
Use of Machines 
Other: 
b. Office Duties 
~ Taking Dictation in Shorthand 
~ Transcribing 
___ Answering the telephone 
___ Proofreading typewritten copy 
~ Meeting Public 
__ Typing Stencils 
Making long-distance calls 
Handling mail 
Other: 
c. Personal Skills 
Attitude 
_ Accuracy 
neatness 
_ Honesty 
_ Loyalty 
_ Judgment 
_ Dependability 
Confidence 
== Courtesy 
Initiative 
:::: Responsibility 
_ Getting along with others 
____ Following instructions 
Other: 
What additional training do you think would be helpful for 
beginning secretaries and stenographers? 
Check the means you have found effective in obtaining new 
employees: (Answer as "111 (best method), 11 2", and 11 311 .) 
SEC. STENO. 
Employment Service 
Personal Application 
Want Ads in Newspapers 
Present Workers 
·"' 
Friends o:- Acquaintances 
Customers (Clients) 
Business School 
High School Offir.e 
College Plar.em9nt Bureau 
Other: 
:-r..,w many part-time employees are now employed in .your tirm? 
S0cretaries: Stenographers: 
What kind(s) of typewriters do your employees use in your 
firm at present? ---------
CHA.MEER OF COMJ'JfERCE 
of 
Monroe-West Monroe 
Louisiana 
April 3, 1952 
TO V'HOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
This will introduce Miss Wilma Smith, a Commerce 
teacher at the Ouachita Parish High School, who is pre-
sently making a Secretary Survey in view of her thesis 
toward receiving a master ts degr(~e in Business Education 
at Oklahoma A & M. 
This letter of introduction is issued by the Monroe 
Chamber of Commerce office, in order that Miss Smith 
might be recognized as an individual v'orthy of any sub-
sequent interview pertaining to the above-mentioned 
survey. 
eb 
Cordially yours, 
/s/ Jim Williams 
Jim Williams 
Manager 
Company Name 
Address 
Attention: Mr. 
Gentlemen: 
(Heading) 
Your firm has been selected to be used in a survey to 
determine the requirements of beginning secretaries and 
stenographers. A copy of the specific purposes of this 
study is enclosed. 
The results of this survey should aid in making those 
changes in content and organization of the high school 
commercial courses that are necessary for more effective 
pre-emnloyment training for office positions. 
It would help very much if I might have an interview 
with you at a definite time that would be conveni.ent for 
you. Within a few days I shall call to ask ir I may have 
an appointment to talk ·with you. 
Sincerely yours, 
{Miss) Wilma Smith 
WS 
Enclosure 
PURPOSE OF THE S1rUDY: 
1. To determine, to some extent, the duties performed by 
beginning secretaries and stenographers 
2. To determine the minimum age limit for the beginning 
secretaries and stenographers 
3. To determine the extent of training that should be given 
students in the operation of various office machines 
4. To determine the educational level required for beginning 
secretaries and stenographers 
5. To determine the approximate number of part-time and full-
time secretaries and stenographers that are employed 
6. To determine whether working experience is required for 
beginning employees in the positions represented in this 
study 
7. To determine the minimum typing, dictation and transcription 
rate required of the prospective employee 
8. To determine the number of new secretaries and stenographers 
employed within the nast twelve months, and the number 
separated from their nositions 
9. To determine the preference by sex expressed by employers 
of secretaries and stenographers 
10. To determine the number of Ouachita Parish High School 
graduates now employed in the positions included in the 
study 
THESIS TITLE: A SURVEY OF SELECTED BUSINESS FIRMS IN 
MONROE, LOUISIANA, TO DETERMINE EMPLOYMENT 
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